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Abstract
Selective analysis of the surfaces of soil and sediment particles can detect parts-per-trillion to parts-per-billion level
shifts in the concentrations of sixty-eight inorganic analytes. The Enzyme LeachSM process is used to remove trace
elements from specific surface coatings on soil grains. Distinctive patterns revealed by this newly developed technology
have been found to show both positive and negative apical responses and halo responses above hydrocarbon reservoirs.
These patterns result from the chemical contrast of the reservoirs in the subsurface and electrochemical processes
that occur because of these contrasts. In addition to indicating fields with significant microseepage, reservoirs with seals
that are too tight to produce a hydrocarbon anomaly at the surface are also shown by distinctive, mappable patterns.
Additionally, subsurface structural features such as faults and tension fractures over the crests of arches have been
mapped based on the patterns of various critical trace elements. Interpretations made from these new technology soil
surveys have been an important factor in the discovery of oil and gas accumulations, validating seismic anomalies,
and defining or confirming drill targets.
Introduction
Hydrocarbon accumulations are chemically reduced bodies compared to the majority of rocks in the subsurface.
Consequently, subtle alteration zones, reduced chimneys, form between hydrocarbon reservoirs and the nearest large
source of oxygen, the atmosphere (Pirson, 1981; Tompkins, 1990). These chemical alterations produce a variety of
subtle effects in the near subsurface and in soils at the surface. Volatile inorganic compounds that form in response to
these alteration processes migrate to the surface in ultra trace concentrations, where they adhere to mineral
surfaces, most commonly amorphous oxide coatings. Other trace elements will shift from one type of site on a
mineral surface to another, without being transported any appreciable distance. Similar processes also have been
observed over deeply buried mineral deposits, which are also reduced bodies (Clark, 1997; Clark and Hill, 2000; Hill
and Clark, 2000). Parts-per-trillion to parts-per-billion level shifts in selectively leached trace elements form
characteristic patterns that indicate a variety of subsurface geological features (Clark, 1997; Clark and Hill, 2000;
Clark, et. al., 2000; Hill and Clark 2000).
Newly developed technologies for the selective analyses of the surface chemistry of soil materials reveal these ultra trace
level pattern shifts. The Enzyme LeachSM employs an enzyme reaction to produce trace levels of a leaching agent,
which selectively dissolves amorphous manganese dioxide (Clark, 1993; Clark, 1995). This enzyme process responds to the
leachable reactants in the sample, causing it to be much more selective than conventional selective analytical
technologies. Although the amorphous form of manganese dioxide is a very small fraction of the total manganese oxides
in any soil, it is a component of trace coatings of amorphous mixed oxides on mineral surfaces. This surface coating
material has a high surface area and a random arrangement of positive and negative charges over its surfaces, making it an
excellent trap for a wide variety of gases, compounds and ions. Fine tuning of the leaching process can reveal unique
patterns contained within specific portions of the oxide coatings. Sixty-eight trace elements are determined by ICP-MS
in many cases down to parts-per-trillions levels. The large number of variables allows for the development of
comprehensive geochemical models.
Although leakage of hydrocarbons from a reservoir aids migration of trace elements in the near subsurface, it is not
necessary for the formation of selectively leachable trace element patterns in surficial soils. Therefore, selective
surface-chemistry analyses of soils will reflect a subsurface accumulation of hydrocarbons where microseepage is
occurring or where the reservoir is too tight to allow microseepage.
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Case Studies
In August 2001, B-horizon soil samples were collected at 170 sites in a broad swath across a deep prospect in the
intermountain west (confidential location). The prospect occurs in an arch, and there are up to eleven potential reservoirs
in the stratigraphic section. The deepest target is the Dakota fm. at a projected depth of 20,000 feet. The deeper
projected reservoirs would contain gas, while the shallower reservoirs may contain oil. Evidence of an oil seep came to
light during the field sampling. Samples in the outer part of the grid were collected on a 500 m x 500 m grid, while in
the center of the prospect, the sample spacing was reduce to 250 m x 250 m. The samples were collected dry, sealed in
plastic at the sample site, and kept in coolers to prevent them from being damaged by excessive heat. The coolers
were shipped to Actlabs-Skyline Labs, Inc. in Tucson, AZ for Enzyme LeachSM analyses. Plots of the data reveal patterns
typical of a robust oxidation anomaly (Clark, 1997), with a halo anomaly around the perimeter of the prospect, and a
combination of apical enrichment and depletion patterns over the center of the structure.
Figure 1 is a summary diagram indicating the types of patterns for a variety of trace elements. Oxidation suite elements
(Clark, 1997), when taken as a group, form a broad outer halo that extends well beyond much of the area that was
sampled. Individual elements in this suite, such as tungsten (Figure 2), do not form a complete halo. Instead they produce
a series of highs around the outside of the prospect, with a central low in the center showing up as an area of overall
depletion. When all of the oxidation suite patterns are considered together, a combined halo pattern (Figure 1) encircles
the reduced body in the subsurface. The sampling pattern over this prospect did not cover enough area to clearly map
the principal outer halo or any nested patterns further out from the projected target. However, the electrochemical
cell is strong enough in this case to see distinct apical patterns indicating the presence of a very large reduced body in the
subsurface under the central portion of the grid.
Nested halos, in which one or more halo patterns occur inside other halos, are critical features in these surveys. Only
the strongest electrochemical cells have sufficient dynamics to produce nested halos. When these patterns are observed,
the reduced body in the subsurface is large in size and strongly reduced. Figure 3 depicts that type of nested pattern
for the Br/As ratio. The outer dashed line shows the trend of the outer halo, while the inner halo is shown by the thinner
dashed line (Figure 3).
Several base metals, some lithophile elements, and a few members of the oxidation suite produce patterns near the
middle the grid that show a small apical halo pattern above the crest of the arch. Manganese produces a clear inner
halo pattern (Figure 4), and a number of other factors and trace elements mimic this Mn pattern. An iron-sulfur factor
pattern sometimes will form over the center of a large, very strongly reduced body in the subsurface. In this survey
area, the Fe-S pattern forms a small inner halo over the crest of the subsurface arch (Figure 5), closely corresponding to
that of Mn. There are also subtle linear Fe-S factor patterns striking NW and NE. These linear features appear to be
showing the joint pattern over the subsurface arch. Chromium also forms a partial inner halo (Figure 6).
Within a principal outer halo, a ‘‘central low’’ lies directly over a reduced subsurface body. The outer margins of
such a central low very closely correspond to the boundaries of the subsurface source of the anomaly (Figure 7; Clark,
1997). Most electrochemical cells are too small or too weakly developed to produce mappable patterns showing lines
of preferred current flow or differentiation patterns caused by electrochemical gradients within the central low. By
contrast, in this survey, leachable antimony (Figure 8) produces a radiating spokes pattern that is more clearly defined
than has been seen in any prior survey. These spokes apparently are indicating lines of preferred current flow
within the electrochemical cell in the subsurface. The outer Sb halo will likely be found to closely correspond to the
boundaries of the reservoir.
Because of the different oxidation potentials at which chloride, bromide and iodide are oxidized to their elemental
state, spatial differentiation patterns are commonly found in outer halos around a central low. Only when the reduced
body in the subsurface is very large and very highly reduced would halogen differentiation pattern be found in the central
low. The Br/I ratio plot shows such a pattern centered over the crest of the arch (Figure 9).
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A second case study is located in offshore Texas. Water depths vary between ten and thirty feet. A gas reservoir less than
100 feet thick occurs at a depth of greater than 15,000 feet. The location is confidential. Two producing gas wells are
shown in the following figures. A number of leachable trace element patterns define a strong halo outlining the area in
which the gas resource has been found. The bromine and selenium distributions are shown as examples (Figures 10
and 11). Structural features cutting reservoirs are sometimes defined by high-field-strength element patterns. In this
case, leachable chromium produces a different set of patterns showing production faults that isolate smaller reservoirs
within the area underlain by the resource (Figure 12).
Conclusions
Using highly sophisticated surface analysis of soil materials to map extremely low level trace element patterns provides a
powerful tool for mapping hydrocarbon resources in the subsurface. Not only can boundaries of reservoirs be shown,
but important structural features also can often be mapped. This technology provides an extremely cost effective
exploration technique and can also be used effectively to confirm geophysical targets prior to drilling.
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Figure 1. Summary diagram.

Figure 4. Inner Mn halo
and NW trending structures.

Figure 2. Tungsten pattern.

Figure 5. Iron-sulfur factor halo,
indicating reduced conditions,
and NE & NW striking joints.

Figure 3. Nested Br/As pattern.

Figure 6. Cr partial inner halo.
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Figure 7. Electrochemical cell model for the formation of inorganic trace
element anomalies over hydrocarbon reservoirs.

Figure 8. Sb spokes within
the central low.

Figure 9. Br/I differentiation
pattern over the prospect.
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Figure 10. Leachable Br halo in marine
sediments over offshore gas field.

Figure 11. Leachable Se halo in marine
sediments over offshore gas field.

Figure 12. Leachable Cr trends in marine
sediments showing production faults and
reservoir segments with oxidation halo.
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